
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEWSLETTER - November 2008 

 
Editorial by Stephen Ames 

 

The economic crisis - a crisis in values? 

 

“Our Economic Problem – Greed or Ignorance?” is 

the question posed by Peter Corbishley in Thinking 

Faith, the online journal of the British Jesuits at 

http://www.thinkingfaith.org/articles/20081017_1.htm.  
 

The paper draws on Bernard Lonergan’s work on 

economics.  It makes the point that not greed but 

ignorance about the way the economy works means 

“we are now heading for a recession and maybe 

worse”. Lonergan is quoted: “When people do not 

understand what is happening and why, they cannot 

be expected to act intelligently”. Then desperate 

efforts at self-preservation take over, turning 

“recession into depression and depression into crash.”  
 

If ignorance is the problem, then there is more than 

one kind of ignorance. On Radio National I heard one 

senior financial expert saying that no one could have 

predicted the financial crisis.  It was beyond knowing. 

Ignorance indeed. But there had been many 

predictions that things were going off the rails 

financially. One among many sources sounding these 

warnings was Planet Wall Street, a website presided 

over by David Hirst.  
 

Was it ignorance? The financial expert on Radio 

National went on to say: “who would have thought 

the poor could have such impact?” He was referring 

to the default rate among people who could not afford 

mortgage payments when their interest rates spiked 

after an initial period of low rates. What kind of 

‘ignorance’ is talking when, surprise! surprise! poor 

people can’t continue those payments? It is an 

ignorance that has lost touch with reality.   
 

Corbishley goes on to introduce Lonergan’s ideas 

about human bias – our tendency away from self-

transcendence to limitation, away from the much 

needed higher viewpoints to blindness. Its own 

operation generates circumstances that provide the 

data by which it erroneously understands itself.  In 

this case greed produces the bias of ‘ignorance’. 
 

Recently The Australian (8/11/08) warned against 

thinking  the  economic  policies  of  Reaganism  were  

 

now dead.  In its view, these  policies  have  delivered  

twenty-five years of “prosperity, reinvigorating self 

belief, expanding choice and reducing dependence on 

government.”    
 

In the same issue of The 

Australian, Noel Pearson was 

reflecting on the challenges to 

Barack Obama as the new 

President of the U.S. One of 

these concerned the impact of 

economic change on the 

working class and the hollowing  

out of the lower middle classes.  

There are winners and losers from globalisation and 

the winners need to make a deal with the losers. 

Pearson thinks we can all agree that free-market 

economics is about growing the cake for everyone’s 

benefit. This is immediately contradicted by his 

quoting Robert Reich, the Labor Secretary in the 

Clinton administration, who had recently pointed out 

that “1% of Americans took 20% of the total national 

income.  In 1980 the top 1 per cent took 8 per cent.”   
 

This theme is more fully presented by Thomas Goppe, 

“Growth and inequality: understanding recent trends 

and political choices,” in Dissent (Winter 2008), 66-

75, www.dissentmagazine.org/article/?  Pearson is only 

half right in saying the issue is about the “allocation 

of the share of the cake”, but this is not independent 

of how the cake is grown.     
 

It may be that the measures devised by the G20 to 

manage the current crisis succeed.  But what would it 

mean to ‘succeed’? Get back to the ‘normality’, only 

better regulated, that has prevailed for nearly three 

decades of neo-liberal economics? No dramatic 

‘bubble’ effects on the financial markets? No massive 

debts, with associated risks, which is one of the 

results of ‘normality’? No massive, systemic, 

redistribution effects noted by Reich and Goppe, 
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Yarra Institute formally endorsed 
 

The Council of Yarra Theological Union 
formally endorsed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Yarra Institute for 
Religion and Social Policy on 24 October 2008. 
The members of the Board are Rev Dr Stephen 
Ames (president), Dr Wes Campbell, Dr Jim 
D’Orsa, Dr Therese D’Orsa, Dr Rowan Ireland, 
Dr Robyn Reynolds OLSH and Dr Paul Rule. Dr 
Bruce Duncan CSsR has been appointed 
Director. 
 

The Yarra Institute provides a much needed 
research capability for organisations concerned 
about the complex interplay between religious 
beliefs and important current social issues.  

 



within and between nations? No military conflict 

between nations for natural resources? No 

procrastinating on the hard decisions to prevent the 

devastating effects of an accelerating climate change? 

At most, success might be a better regulated 

‘normality’.  But would this be good enough? Well, 

that depends on the good we have in mind for human 

beings and for the planet.     
 

This is why a growing number of people think we 

need to reconsider the fundamentals on which our 

economy is based. The churches’ social thinking is 

one resource for this, though according to Corbishley 

it needs supplementing with more technical 

specifications, offered for example by Lonergan. 

Lonergan gives an account of the human good and the 

dynamics of its distortion, and a new economics. This 

is one route for reconsidering the fundamentals on 

which human beings, in all their diversity, can live 

together on planet earth.   
 

There are many others worth considering. I mention 

two. One is from John Hinkson in the October-

November issue of Arena magazine. He sums up a 

much larger perspective by saying, “a social order that 

entails a more modest demand on nature and is able to 

regenerate dense regional social relations that stand in 

a viable relation to global interchange, is an ideal to 

be pursued.” Another is from the New Scientist of 18 

October, talking about an alternative to the economics 

of unlimited economic growth.  
 

Political and economic discourse about the current 

crisis is largely about managing it, not addressing the 

fundamental issues involved. That is not surprising. It 

would be good if Social Policy Connections worked 

with other groups leading up to a conference where 

approaches to these fundamentals are explored. This 

would be a step towards a higher viewpoint: 

understanding a new social order, a new economics 

based on a richer view of the good it would serve - the 

wellbeing of the planet and of all that live on it - and 

how it could be realised. For Christians this will be 

sustained by the foretaste of the still greater good God 

intends in Christ for the whole creation. 
 

 
UPDATES 
 

We have been delighted with the speakers at our 

recent public events. About 50 people attended the 

talk on 16 October by Rev Joel Edwards, Director of 

Micah Challenge International, an organisation 

mobilising the churches in support of the Millennium 

Development Goals. This was our first SPC function 

in the new facilities at Yarra Theological Union at 

Box Hill. You can find a report of Joel’s address on 

our SPC website under Events. 

 

Dominican priest, Dr Hilary  

Martin, on 11 November spoke  

about problems with the federal  

intervention into Aboriginal  

communities in the Northern  

Territory.  Many of the about 80  

people attending the forum had  

d i r e c t  i n v o l v e m e n t s  w i t h  

indigenous communities.  Dr  

Martin has long experience in  

indigenous issues, and lectures  

both at Yarra Theological Union  

and at the Graduate Theological  

Union in Berkeley, California.  

His views are also on our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Annual General Meeting 
 

SPC held its Annual General Meeting at Box Hill on 

11 November. Continuing members of the Board are 

Mr Peter Whiting (chair), Fr Bruce Duncan, Mr Jamie 

Pearce, Dr Paul Rule and Mr Frank Webber 

(Treasurer). Several others will shortly join the Board 

to augment its skills. Dr Stephen Ames has not 

nominated to the Board of SPC as he intends to focus 

his contribution through the Yarra Institute. The 

detailed day-to-day work has been carried by Ms 

Emmy Silvius, who has put long hours into the 

website, managing the office and promoting SPC. 
 

In his report to the AGM, Peter Whiting outlined the 

achievements during the past year, particularly our 

relocating into the excellent new facilities at YTU, 

developing the SPC website, and establishing the 

Yarra Institute. This report can be viewed on our 

website. Peter thanked all our supporters for their 

encouragement and practical support, especially those 

who had contributed to our finances.  

 
Website Feedback 
 

In October CathNews featured our SPC website which 

encouraged a flood of visitors. We registered almost 

10,000 ‘hits’ that day. We wish to keep developing 

the website with interesting articles and events, and to 

provide a medium for conversation and debate. So we 

are keen to hear your ideas and suggestions about our 

website, and welcome your contributions, either as 

letters to the editor or in articles. 

 

 


